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What	  is	  this?	  





From	  the	  le*	  to	  the	  right:	  Bjørn	  Stabell	  (I'm	  not	  usually	  that	  grim),	  Bert,	  Ken	  Ronny	  Schouten	  
(So	  happy	  you	  can't	  see	  my	  eyes).	  Picture	  was	  taken	  at	  Bert's	  residence,	  Amsterdam,	  early	  
July,	  1993.	  When	  the	  picture	  was	  taken,	  Bjørn	  and	  Ken	  Ronny	  were	  students	  at	  the	  
University	  of	  Tromsø	  in	  Norway.	  

hAp://www.xpilot.org/authors.html	  





Bjorn	  Stabell	  and	  Ken	  Ronny	  Schouten.	  1996.	  
The	  story	  of	  XPilot.	  Crossroads	  3,	  2	  (November	  
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xPilot 

Needless to say, we learned a lot from working on XPilot 
as compared to a typical computer science assignment. 
In particular, several factors were magnitudes larger:  
•  the time-span of the project  
•  the number of developers and amount of feedback 

from them  
•  the number of customers/users/players  
•  the size of the software  
•  the number of platforms supported  
•  the enthusiasm and motivation (the fun factor)  
•  the publicity.  



xPilot 

“In general, we learned: You 
can do it, so have faith in 
yourself. Live your visions; 
at least some of them.” 
-- Bjørn Stabell  & Ken Ronny Schouten  



     
xPilot	  is	  a	  game	  from	  the	  Internet's	  adolescence,	  
obsessed	  over	  by	  a	  few	  networked	  gaming	  pioneers	  
across	  the	  globe	  before	  being	  steamrolled	  by	  Doom,	  
Starcra[,	  and	  the	  Web.	  It	  was	  technically	  ground-‐
breaking	  and	  paved	  the	  way	  for	  today's	  massively	  
uber-‐classics	  as	  Asteroids,	  but	  don't	  be	  fooled:	  
XPilot	  featured	  a	  devious	  array	  of	  clever	  weapons	  
and	  gadgets,	  physics-‐based	  2D	  spaceflight,	  and	  
introduced	  the	  internet	  to	  Capture-‐The-‐Flag,	  
Deathmatch,	  in-‐game	  chat,	  and	  user-‐created	  game	  
maps.	  









The Few Touch Application (FTA) 
 

Main	  menu	  of	  the	  advanced	  	  
version	  of	  the	  FTA.	  
Photo:	  Årsand	  E,	  NST.	  
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Norwegian	  Centre	  for	  Internaconal	  Cooperacon	  in	  Educacon	  (SIU)	  





Companies:	  
Plus	  Point,Tromsø,	  Norway	  
	  
	  
CogCubed,	  Minneapolis,	  US	  



B.1.1 What are the rationale, issues and needs to be 
addressed by this project? 

Children and adolescents with chronic diseases living in sparsely 
populated rural areas, with a scattered population, have to face 
significant challenges in order to ensure minimal disruption in their 
lives due to their condition. Often, they don’t have other kids in their 
neighborhood with the same health problem. It might take them 
hours to get to a doctor, and days to get to a specialist hospital. This 
is the situation for many children with chronic diseases living in rural 
areas.  
In the ConChild project, we want to investigate if the use of mobile 
phone based social game applications can help these kids to focus 
on optimal management of their disease by connecting to others in 
the same situation, forming a support group, and motivating each 
other. 



B.1.4 Please state the overall project goals and outline what 
activities are planned to contribute to the achievement of the project 
goals. How do you intend to organise the activities? 

•  The main goal of the ConChild project will be establish a 
common game platform for game development and create 2-4 
prototype games for the targeted group, in particular for children 
with Type 1 diabetes. 

•  We will recruit 2-4 MSc students from each country who will 
develop the prototypes together with the project partners. All 
students will spend time in both countries and together with the 
partners.  

•  Faculty members, postdocs and PhD students involved in serious 
games will be involved in the supervision of students and further 
development of the cooperation between the two countries. 



Schedule 

Spring 2015 
•  2 MSc students from University of Minnesota stay in Tromsø 
•  1 seminar in Tromsø 
Fall 2015 
•  2 MSc students from University of Tromsø stay in Minneapolis 
•  1 seminar in Minneapolis 
Spring 2016 
•  2 MSc students from University of Minnesota stay in Tromsø 
•  1 seminar in Tromsø 
Fall 2016 
•  2 MSc students from University of Tromsø stay in Minneapolis 
•  1 seminar in Minneapolis 



Funding 

The SIU grant covers: 
•  Travel Tromsø-Minneapolis  
•  Student scholarship: NOK 8.000 per student 




